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1.0 MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Country men and women, 

I have the pleasure and privilege of presenting to you, the people of Zambia, 
this manifesto, whose theme is “Development by all, for all”.

This is in the hope that it will help you understand why you should vote for the
Movement for Multi-party Democracy (MMD) in the 2011 General Elections. 

The forthcoming General Elections will be held at a time when the world is still
struggling to emerge from a serious and difficult recession which has created 
economic problems for all nations, including ours.

This Manifesto gives the people of Zambia an opportunity to make clear political
choices between rhetoric and substance.

We are fortunate to have escaped the global financial crisis relatively 
unscathed, largely due to the measures the MMD government took. 

We are proud of our country and the way it has changed since 1991.

The forth coming elections offer our people yet another opportunity to continue 
rebuilding our economy, protect and reform our frontline public services as we 
strengthen our society.

We are committed to continue reconnecting our Party to the hopes and aspirations
of the ordinary people. 

Country men and women 

The global financial crisis has shown us that there is need to be bolder in 
confronting our economic recovery, protecting the gains we have made, building 
on our past successes and focussing on the future.

Our Manifesto offers our country a future which is fair and just to all our 
people.

It is our collective hopes, needs and voices which shape this Manifesto.

This is a progressive Manifesto which recognises the endeavours being made by 
our farmers, workers, entrepreneurs, ordinary men, women and the youth of our 
country, who work so hard to contribute to our economic well-being.

These are the influences that will make us successful as a country. 

We know that we need to do more to achieve the objectives contained in this 
Manifesto.

I want to assure you that we are determined to do more. During the last five 
years, we have combined investment and reform and improved our frontline public 
services in the fields of education, health, infrastructure development, 
agriculture, tourism, mining, public transport and public security to mention 
only some.

Now we need to rise to the challenges of doing more and achieving more for our 
people by spending more money on these priority sectors. 
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I appeal to you to vote for me as President of the Republic of Zambia, so that 
in my last term 2011 to 2016, I can continue working on the many programmes 
which my  
Party the MMD and I have started. 

I also urge you to vote for MMD Members of Parliament in your constituencies and
MMD local Government Councillors in your wards, so that they can support me and 
the progressive MMD policies and programmes. 

In this manifesto we have outlined our achievements in the last five years and 
provided a roadmap for the next five years.

We have reaffirmed our commitment to fight poverty, unemployment and corruption.

We shall continue to provide a liberal economic environment and create renewed 
local and foreign investor confidence.

We shall work for the continued achievements of positive growth in areas of the 
economy such as commerce and industry, tourism, mining, agriculture and 
infrastructure development.

We shall ensure continued prudent management of our public resources through a 
transparent and accountable system of governance.

We shall involve all Zambians in reaping the rewards of our policies through 
affirmative empowerment and in keeping our country on the sustainable growth 
path. 

Country men and Women 

The experience our party has gained in economic, social and political governance
is second to none.

It is my hope and expectation that the people of Zambia will interrogate all the
political parties taking part in these elections about their policies and 
programmes and what they intend to offer the people of Zambia beyond mere 
rhetoric.

It is my view that rhetoric alone and false promises will not solve the problems
our country faces.

These can only be tackled and resolved through carefully thought out policies 
and programmes of the MMD as outlined in this Manifesto. 

I have the fullest confidence that you will vote for the party which has given 
you peace, stability and development and which offers you a better future.

That party is the MMD. Our policies reflect the wishes and aspirations of the 
people of Zambia.

The MMD will remain focused and faithful to this manifesto in all the areas 
outlined in it.

A vote for me as President of the Republic of Zambia and for all the MMD 
Parliamentary and Local Government candidates will be an investment in a better 
and more just future for all.

As a mass party that is rooted in the people, reaching into every corner of our 
land, the MMD has the will, the capacity and the policies, based on our proven 
experience, to build a stable and prosperous future for all Zambians. 

Country men and Women 

The choice is yours, you can choose to continue taking our country forward or 
taking it backwards and reversing all the gains and values we have worked so 
hard to achieve.
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It is my belief that you will vote wisely and intelligently to safeguard your 
future and that of your children, grandchildren and generations yet unborn.

It is my submission that there is no credible alternative to the MMD government.

Working together we can do more to achieve “development by all, for all”. 

RUPIAH BWEZANI BANDA 

PRESIDENT 

2.0 MMD, OUR POLITICAL PARTY 

The Movement for Multi-Party Democracy (MMD), which is the most popular 
political party in Zambia, was born out of the euphoria of a world-wide 
revolution from one-party dictatorships to plural politics.

It is the mass political party that re-introduced multi-party democracy in 
Zambia. 

The party first won the freely contested presidential and general elections in 
1991 and subsequent ones in 1996, 2001 and 2006.

The MMD also won the presidential by-election held in 2008 following the death 
of President Levy Patrick Mwanawasa, SC that same year. 

It must also be recalled that the MMD was the first political party to bring a 
peaceful transformation to multi-party democracy in Southern Africa, setting a 
trend for the rest of the region. 

In early 1991, the MMD was characterised by mass support from Zambians 
throughout the country who had become dissatisfied with a single-party 
dictatorship and a failing economy.
 
The official registration of the MMD in 1991 was, therefore heralded by mass 
support resulting in it becoming a truly national movement espousing a 
multi-party system of government and a liberal economy. 

The founders of the MMD were men, women and youths drawn from all walks of life.

These included inter-alia trade unionists, academics, businessmen and women, 
church leaders, students and freedom fighters.

They represented the people’s frustration with an economic system that was 
leading to declining economic and social condition of the country, and a 
political system that had lost respect for human rights. 

To date, the party is endowed with a leadership of integrity dedicated to 
promotion of democracy, human rights and socio-economic development that 
embraces all for the benefit of all.

The party remains committed to the principles upon which it was founded and will
continue to accommodate other political parties in the country in the true 
spirit of multi-party democracy. 

The party continues to uphold liberal economic policies and in this direction it
has created an environment that attracts Zambian and foreign private investors. 

This has led to empowerment of our people, creation of jobs and improvements in 
the living standards of our people.

The party believes liberalisation is the best route to political, social and 
economic empowerment of the people and reduction of poverty. 

Zambia has survived the ravages of the most recent global financial crisis and 
its resultant recession due to the able leadership and stewardship of the MMD 
government.
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It is because the MMD resolutely follows its policies of liberalisation and 
private investment that mining operations were only marginally affected and loss
of jobs and revenue minimised during that crisis period. 

It is also because of the progressive MMD policies and the confidence that 
investors have in our management of economic and social affairs, that billions 
of dollars are still being pumped into old and new mines and other industries 
creating thousands of new jobs and preserving existing ones.

The MMD has a track record of leading this country into a viable and thriving 
economy with the Kwacha (ZMK) comparing favourably with convertible foreign 
currencies like the US Dollar, British Pound Sterling and the South African Rand
for the first time in decades. 

Under the stewardship of President Rupiah Bwezani Banda, there has been 
unprecedented expansion in the provision and quality of service delivery in 
areas such as education and health.

There has also been a phenomenal growth in the development of infrastructure 
which includes roads, hospitals, schools and staff houses.

In addition, there has been a marked increase in foreign investment inflows, 
which have led to opening of new and expanding existing mines and establishing 
of new manufacturing industries resulting in creation of many new jobs. 

For the first time in many years, Zambia has experienced a maize bumper harvest 
during the 2009/2010 season due to the MMD government policies that have made 
agriculture a profitable business through various support programmes and 
improved crop marketing. 

The successes that have been scored are the consequences of good policies and 
programmes of the party which have been carried out by the government that the 
people elected in the last 20 years.

Some of the programmes are long term and may span the terms of two or more 
presidents.

Under the leadership of President Rupiah Bwezani Banda the MMD has embarked on 
many new programmes and pursued with vigour those initiated by previous 
governments, including those of late President Levy Mwanawasa, SC. 

These achievements give the MMD greater impetus to forge ahead and continue 
transforming the society towards a better quality of life.

The MMD Manifesto is based on experience in meeting the people’s aspirations 
through realistic policies and programmes.

This Manifesto is, therefore, a product of well thought out policies and 
programmes.

We urge members and non members of the MMD to read it and appreciate our 
policies and programmes.

We seek the vote of all Zambians because we know we can deliver what we promise 
in this Manifesto. 

3.0 WORKING TOGETHER FOR A PROSPEROUS ZAMBIA 

The last decade has been a period for consolidating economic achievements and 
good governance programmes that were set in motion with the advent of 
multi-party democracy in 1991.

In this decade the MMD has introduced laws that strengthen democracy and good 
governance.

The party has also strengthened those laws and policies that ensure development 
and equitable distribution of the country’s wealth. 
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These successes now need to be consolidated further to achieve greater growth 
for the benefit of all Zambians.

The MMD government programmes in the last five years have led to the creation of
a strong economic foundation.

It is this foundation upon which we should build development that will bring 
about better quality of life for our people.

To achieve our goal under the theme “development by all, for all” emphasis will 
be placed on providing appropriate and well targeted incentives and economically
empowering our people. 

Notwithstanding the many constraints exacerbated by the global financial crisis,
Zambia has made progress and poverty and unemployment are on the decline.

The economic challenges are much more in rural areas and the MMD government 
will, therefore, continue with its policies and programmes designed to empower 
the rural people to graduate from subsistence to cash crop farming to improve 
their living standards. 

TOGETHER WE HAVE ACHIEVED MUCH 

In fulfilment of its previous Manifestos, the MMD government has made great 
strides in the economic, social and governance spheres since coming to power in 
1991.

The last three years have been particularly significant in meeting the 
aspirations of our people.

Notwithstanding the global financial crisis and its effect on our economy, the 
MMD government was able to start or complete many projects in education, health,
water supply and sanitation, roads and infrastructure, agriculture, tourism and 
mining. 

3.1 Economic performance 

Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has shown consistent positive growth averaging
above 6% and 2010 marked the 12th year of continuous positive economic growth. 
Single digit inflation has also been achieved, attaining a rate as low as 7.1% 
for the first time in decades, with some reduction in interest rates.

At the same time international reserves grew to record levels and the Kwacha 
remained relatively stable against other major currencies and the country’s per 
capita income has steadily risen.

Consequently, credible international agencies have ranked Zambia among the top 
ten countries in the world in terms of fastest growing economies. 

The progressive MMD Government has also initiated reforms to strengthen public 
expenditure management and financial accountability and support for private 
sector development which will underpin further sustainable economic development.

3.2 Commerce and Industry 

Zambia has become the most favoured destination for Foreign Direct Investment 
(FDI) and is also attracting greater investments by Zambians because of the 
climate that has been created by the MMD government policies.

The new investments are contributing to developing a strong manufacturing base 
that is dependent on local raw materials. 

In addition, government interventions in trade and industrial sector have 
resulted in increased export-oriented investment inflows, improvement in the 
quality of Zambian products and increased levels of efficiency and 
competitiveness. 
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These successes have resulted in creation of thousands of jobs in the last five 
years and also contributed a great deal to accelerate the process of Zambia 
becoming a middle income nation which could be achieved well before 2030. 

Further, resulting from business reforms introduced recently, Zambia has been 
ranked one of the Top Ten Reformers by the World Bank in their Cost of Doing 
Business Index report. 

3.3 Agriculture and food security 

In agriculture, the unprecedented maize bumper crop in the 2009/2010 season has 
demonstrated that there is great potential for expansion of agriculture to 
become a major employer as well as income earner for our rural people.

The MMD government recognises the role that the small scale farmers play in 
national food security.

The bumper crop of 2.8 million metric tons is the highest ever produced and was 
largely due to good agricultural policies the government implemented.

As a result of the bumper harvest, more than K1.3 trillion has gone into the 
pockets of our people, including peasant farmers.

In addition, Zambia will earn foreign exchange through export of approximately 
1,000,000 metric tons (MT) that is in excess of national consumption. 

The MMD government has facilitated access to agricultural input through the 
Farmer Input Support Programme (FISP) that is now being accessed by close to 
1,000,000 small scale farmers, rising from 250,000 only two years ago.

This is the highest number of people benefiting from the facility since its 
introduction. 

A bumper crop such as we had in 2009/2010 presents its own challenges, including
financing, marketing and storage.

The government successfully bought all the surplus maize and stored it securely 
and is working with stakeholders on the best ways to address future challenges. 

In order to speed up and expand agriculture to increase its contribution to GDP,
foreign exchange earnings and employment creation, government is expanding and 
opening up more land under the farm block programme. 

In the livestock sector, the creation of a ministry for livestock and fisheries 
has contributed a great deal to improved livestock restocking, disease control 
and management. 

The fisheries sector has seen tremendous development within three years due to 
the special attention placed on the sector.

This development has contributed to the diversification that we experience today
and benefits to our people who no longer have to depend entirely on crop farming
for their living. 

3.4 Education 

The progressive MMD policies have led to construction of more than 2,500 new 
classrooms, while 2,000 more are under construction in addition to more than 100
high and basic schools.
 
Government has also recruited 35,000 additional teachers and provided adequate 
teaching aids.

These measures have in turn led to improvements in quality of education in 
Zambia.

It is worth noting that there has been a rise in student enrolment from 
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1,600,000 in 2000 to more than 3,500,000 in 2010.

The decision to provide free education and abolish compulsory wearing of 
uniforms has greatly contributed to this development. 

To address the issue of tertiary education, government is establishing trades 
training institutes to provide skills training countrywide.

Through its good policies, several private universities and other training 
institutions have been opened, complementing government institutions. 

3.5 Health 

Great strides have been made in the provision and increase of health services 
including construction of 27 new hospitals, 34 health centres and 231 health 
posts; increased availability of drugs and medical supplies throughout the 
country; infrastructure development and equipping of 71 district hospitals and 
improvement in the transport system, especially with the provision of 
ambulances.

In the last three years alone, 3,600 medical staff that includes doctors, nurses
and ancillary health workers have been recruited.

The programme of upgrading clinics has started with five in Lusaka.

The planned procurement of mobile hospitals has also started, to further 
increase access to medical services, especially in rural areas.

In addition to expansion of health facilities, the exemption of payment of user 
fees in rural areas has gone a long way in increasing access to health services 
by our people. 

3.6 Roads and Railways 

Since poor infrastructure has been identified as the single largest constraint 
to growth, the MMD government has undertaken a major and sustained programme of 
infrastructure development, especially of trunk and feeder roads. 

In the last three years the MMD government has taken a deliberate policy to 
implement some of the road projects that had remained on the drawing board for 
many years.

These projects include financing and completion of the Levy Mwanawasa Bridge on 
the Luapula River; the Mutanda-Chavuma; the Choma-Chitongo-Namwala and the 
Kasama-Luwingu roads.

Work has begun on the Mongu-Kalabo road, the Chipata-Lundazi road and many 
others. 

The MMD government has also commissioned the Chipata-Mchinji railway line. 

3.7 Energy 

In pursuing the MMD policies and programmes for development of energy supply and
its distribution, the rural people are not forgotten and to this end the Rural 
Electrification Master Plan is being implemented.

A total of 1,217 rural growth centres are targeted and already many chiefs’ 
palaces, schools and rural settlements have benefited in all the provinces.
 
Eventually all schools, health centres and resettlements will be serviced with 
electricity.

This should go a long way in reducing dependence on wood fuel. 

To address the electricity shortfall, investment of more than US $2 billion is 
going into extensions to existing power stations and construction of new ones at
Kariba  
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North Bank, Kafue Gorge Lower Hydro Power Project, Itezhi Tezhi Hydro Power 
Project, Lunzuwa Power Station, Lusiwasi Power Station and the Shiwang’andu 
Small Hydro Power Plant. 

Work on these projects is progressing well.

This is part of a programme to increase power generation from the current 1,800 
to 2,900 megawatts by 2015. 

3.8 Fuel 

Mindful of the high cost of fuel in the country, especially rural areas and the 
effect this has on manufacturing and movement of people and goods, the MMD 
government has put in place a comprehensive reform plan which will address this 
matter.

As a start, the government has introduced uniform prices of fuel throughout the 
country.

This has had a positive impact on cost of goods and services throughout the 
country, especially in rural areas. 
 
3.9 Mining 

Through the right policies and interventions in the last decade, the mining 
industry has experienced phenomenal growth, particularly in the last five years.

More than 20,000 of the current 40,000 jobs in the mines are the result of 
recent measures that attracted fresh investment in the industry.

Total investment in mining operations has grown from US $490 million in 2000 to 
US $4.4 billion in 2010. 

This success is the result of creating and sustaining an environment that makes 
Zambia’s mining sector one of the most attractive investment destinations.

Key to this is a taxation regime that does not disproportionately transfer the 
risks to investors, but one that presents a win-win scenario to both the 
investor and the country through appropriate returns on investment and 
appropriate revenues to the treasury. 

3.10 Job Creation and occupational safety 

The measures undertaken to attract foreign investment have created many jobs and
more will be created.

Thousands of jobs are being created with the establishment of the Multi Facility
Economic Zones (MFEZ) on the Copperbelt and Lusaka that are designed to attract 
investment in manufacturing and other industries.

This is in addition to jobs created in health, education, agriculture, tourism, 
mining, manufacturing and other sectors.

Recognising that a job is worthless unless the worker is adequately remunerated 
for his labour, the government encourages labour unions to freely negotiate for 
better wages and conditions of service with employers.

On its part, government has ensured that regulations on occupational safety and 
health are regularly reviewed and improved upon. 

Further, government has appointed a salaries commission to recommend measures 
that government must take to improve salaries and conditions of service for 
public service workers. 

3.11 Telecommunications 

The development of mobile telecommunication has been phenomenal.
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There are now more than 5,000,000 subscribers of mobile phones countrywide and 
this is still growing.

It is essential for economic and social development that government facilitates 
the growth of this service to include coverage of villages in the remotest parts
of the country.

While access to communication services has increased, the cost of these services
has declined due to the good policies of the MMD government. 

3.12 Water Supply and Sanitation 

In keeping with its promises, the MMD government has sunk thousands of boreholes
countrywide, providing clean and safe water to many of our people in rural 
areas. 
This programme has meant that more people now have access to safe water in rural
areas.

More boreholes will be sunk in all provinces in the next five years in order to 
bring this essential commodity to within five hundred metres of settlements. 

In the sanitation field, the MMD government has developed a programme for 
providing 1,500 improved latrines and facilitation of construction of 60,000 pit
latrines on an annual basis.
 
The government has also embarked on a programme of providing efficient drainages
in areas that are prone to floods and provision of sewerage systems in 
peri-urban areas. 

3.13 Information and Media Freedom 

As a party founded on democracy and freedom of expression, the MMD has worked 
hard to facilitate the development of a free and vibrant media.

This has resulted in liberalisation of the airwaves leading to establishment of 
several private newspapers, radio and television stations throughout the 
country.

To enhance media freedom the MMD government has enacted the Independent 
Broadcasting Authority (IBA) Act which will independently issue broadcasting 
licences and the  
Zambia National Broadcasting Corporation Act which has enhanced financial and 
professional independence of the public broadcaster.

The MMD government has also initiated the drafting of the Freedom of Information
Bill which will not only provide for public access to information held by public
bodies but also enhance media access to information. 

3.14 Infrastructure 

In keeping with its infrastructure development policies, the MMD government has 
scaled up the construction of various structures countrywide.

These cover the construction or rehabilitation of district hospitals, health 
centres, the building of thousands of classrooms, new colleges and staff houses,
upgrading of roads, construction or rehabilitation of bridges, construction of 
dams and sinking of boreholes, extension of railways lines, to name just a few.

Infrastructure development in the last five years is unprecedented and covers 
every province, district and constituency in our country. 

4.0 SECTORAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES

4.1 DEMOCRACY AND GOVERNANCE PROGRAMMES 

Central to the policies of the Movement for Multi-party Democracy (MMD) is the 
development and consolidation of good governance principles through 
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transparency, accountability and inclusiveness.

Also central to these policies is the observance of human rights as a key factor
in attaining sustained democracy.

True to its political ideology, the MMD has championed reforms that entrench 
democratic principles in political, economic and social systems. 

Key to this has been the review of the electoral system by the Electoral Reforms
Technical Committee (ERTC) and the constitution by the Constitution Review 
Commission (CRC). 

This effort will entrench democracy, enhance the Bill of Rights and separation 
of powers between the legislature, the judiciary and executive to provide the 
necessary checks and balances. 

Further, the MMD government has introduced a decentralisation policy and its 
implementation plan which will devolve certain powers to district and provincial
administrations. 

In the last five years the MMD government has attended to the following 
important components of good governance: 

4.1.1 CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW 

For the first time since independence in 1964 the MMD government has facilitated
the review and adoption of a new constitution that was conducted in the most 
extensive manner, involving various stakeholders from diverse political, social 
and cultural backgrounds.

For the first time the recommendations of the review commission were not 
subjected to adoption by the government of the day but by a popular body, the 
National Constitutional Conference (NCC) comprising people from all walks of 
life.

For the first time, Zambians will have a constitution approved by the people and
one that can be expected to stand the test of time. 

In accordance with popular demand, that the recommendations of the Mung’omba 
Constitution Review Commission (CRC) be adopted by a popular body, the National 
Constitutional Conference (NCC) was established and convened to adopt the new 
constitution.

The composition of the NCC was also in accordance with recommendations of the 
CRC as enshrined in the National Constitutional Conference Act No. 19 of 2007. 

Following the conclusion of the National Constitutional Conference, the 
government prepared and submitted to the National Assembly the draft 
Constitution of Zambia  
Bill No. 59 of 2010 and the Constitution of Zambia Amendment Bill No. 60 of 
2010. 

To increase voter participation by eligible Zambians, the government adopted and
incorporated into the Electoral Act 2006 recommendation by the Electoral Reform 
and Technical Committee for the continuous registration of voters and use of  
transparent ballot boxes. 

4.1.2 OVERSIGHT INSTITUTIONS OF GOOD GOVERNANCE 

In keeping with its 2006 manifesto the MMD has strengthened institutions of good
governance, namely; the Electoral Commission of Zambia, Human Rights Commission,

Office of the Auditor General, Office of Investigator General, Zambia Public 
Procurement Authority, Anti-Corruption Commission, Police Public Complaints 
Authority,  Judicial Complaints Authority, Drug Enforcement Commission and 
African Peer Review Mechanism.
 
4.1.3 DECENTRALISATION AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
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4.1.3.1 Decentralisation 

To enhance the participation of the people at the lowest possible level of 
government, the MMD government has approved the Decentralisation Implementation 
Plan (DIP).

This will entail devolving financial and human resource functions of the central
government to district and provincial administrations to plan and manage 
economic and social affairs at their level.
 
This will further enhance transparency as at political level these affairs will 
be handled by local representatives who will be held more closely accountable. 

These measures will necessitate building of institutional, structural and human 
resource capacities of local authorities so that they can plan, generate and 
account for their own resources.

Further, decentralisation will motivate public service officers who will have 
greater responsibility and more resources to manage while at the same time 
generating active participation of local people in developmental activities. 

In the last five years, the MMD government has: 

- Approved the Decentralisation Implementation Plan (DIP), which is Government’s
principal guide for the implementation of the National Decentralisation Policy 
as it sets out all the activities to be undertaken in pursuit of the 
decentralisation vision and objectives;
 
- Consulted stakeholders on how best to streamline the role of chiefs and 
village headmen in planning and monitoring of developmental projects. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Ensure that certain powers, functions and responsibilities are devolved to the
councils with matching financial resources from the Central Government; 

- Ensure that chiefs and village headmen play a greater role in development 
planning and monitoring.
 
4.1.3.2 Local Government 

Local government, as an agent of Central Government, is critical in national 
planning, development, service delivery and poverty reduction.

It is essentially an instrument for providing services to the general public of 
a given locality and also a method of getting various services provided for the 
benefit of the community.

The MMD government believes that decentralisation will facilitate mobilisation 
and coordination of communities and various stakeholders to achieve greater 
participation in the local government system.
 
In the last five years, the MMD Government has: 
 
- Introduced a formula-based grant system for councils, which is predictable and
transparent; 

- Constructed modern markets in Lusaka (New Soweto, Chelston, Chilenje), in 
Kitwe 
(Nakadoli, Buchi-Kamitondo and Ndeke) and in Ndola (Chisokone and Ndeke) and 
market sheds in all provinces; 

- Amended the Local Government Act Cap 281 of the Laws of Zambia to: 

(i) Extend the tenure of Office for the Mayor/Council Chairperson and Deputy 
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Mayor/Vice Council Chairperson from one year to two and half years; 

(ii) Re-introduce the Local Government Service Commission to deal with staff 
matters (appointments, transfers, secondments, promotions, discipline) in 
Councils.

This will in turn create an integrated human resource pool for all council and 
promote professionalism; 

- Gradually increased Constituency Development Fund (CDF) from K60 million in 
2006 to K720 million per Constituency in 2011; 

- Launched the “Make Zambia Clean and Healthy Programme” aimed at promoting 
personal and environmental cleanliness; 

- Procured fire fighting equipment; 

- Established 18 new fire stations in North-Western, Eastern, Northern, Lusaka, 
Central, Southern and Copperbelt Provinces; 

- Revived three fire stations namely: Mongu, Mbala and Monze, which were closed;

- Created one additional Council, Ikelenge, in North-Western Province to improve
the service delivery to the people; 

- Facilitated the development of Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) in some 
selected Councils;
 
- Procured 150 light trucks, one for every Constituency for implementation of 
the “Make Zambia Clean and Healthy Programme”, re-enforcement of by-laws and 
monitoring of projects; 

- Procured 100 hearses and distributed to all the Councils; 

- Procured 30 tractors and trailers for garbage collection for 30 District 
Councils; 

- Procured 16 boats for16 selected councils. 

Beyond 2011 

- In the next five years, the MMD Government will: 

- Continue constructing and rehabilitating municipal infrastructure (markets, 
bus stations etc); 

- Create sub-district structures to serve as platform for community 
participation, promotion and coordination of sub-district development in order 
to contribute to poverty reduction among the citizens; 

- Continue supporting councils with grants; 

- Continue to facilitate the development of Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) 
for Councils.

- Continue to promote people’s participation in democratic governance at the 
local level;
 
- Enhance the capacity of councils to plan, manage and execute programmes aimed 
at addressing matters affecting the people in their localities; 

- Designate all districts with viable economic activities as fire authorities; 

- Continue to procure fire tenders for fire authorities. 

4.1.3.2 Chiefs Affairs 
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The MMD Government values the role that chiefs and other traditional rulers play
in safeguarding our cultural heritage, customs and values.

It is these cultural norms and practices which define our identity as a people. 
The MMD Government further recognises the critical role that chiefs and other 
traditional rulers play in national development.
 
- In the last five years, the MMD government has: 

- Procured motor vehicles for all the Chiefs to improve mobility in their 
Chiefdoms and to assist Government in monitoring developmental projects and 
programmes;

- Procured registers for the Chiefs to ensure that each village headman 
registers all the households in his village;
 
- Facilitated sittings of the House of Chiefs; 

- Facilitated the holding of provincial councils for chiefs. 

Beyond 2011 

- In the next five years, the MMD Government will: 

- Review the Chiefs Act and Village Registration and Development Act within the 
context of the Decentralisation Implementation Plan; 

- Enhance the authority of Chiefs to oversee Village Registration; 

- Develop a Chiefs’ Policy; 

- Continue to facilitate sessions of the House of Chiefs. 

4.2 GENDER IN DEVELOPMENT

The MMD government is committed to the principle of equality and equal 
opportunity for all regardless of gender.

To this end the MMD government has acceded to several treaties concerning gender
equality and the need to increase women representation at decision making 
levels. 

In the last five years the government has:

- Coordinated, monitored and evaluated the National Gender Policy; 

- Operationalized the Joint Gender Programme; 

- Developed a strategy for engendering the Public Service for which a total of 
K19.4 billion was released in 2009;
 
- Empowered women through women clubs that are given financial support and 
equipment such as grinding mills; 

- Developed a draft bill on anti-domestic violence to protect women and children
from gender based violence which has been enacted by Parliament; 

- Held consultations on development of National Guidelines on Sexual and Gender 
Based Violence, harmonising and coming up with a systematic approach to such 
cases. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Continue to strengthen the operations of the Gender in Development Division to
ensure that there is greater participation of women at the highest level; 
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- Implement all treaties regarding gender and women participation in national 
affairs in general and in particular achieve the Southern African Development 
Community  
(SADC) and African Union 30% and 50% threshold respectively; 

- Continue women empowerment programmes through creation of more women clubs; 

- Initiate programmes that benefit the girl child; 

- Review legislation that disadvantages women. 

4.3 INFORMATION AND MEDIA FREEDOM

From its inception, the MMD has always striven to promote and protect media 
freedom in the promotion and sustenance of democracy in the country.

Further, recognising the importance of information as a tool of promoting good 
governance, the government has invested in the expansion of pubic media.

Arising from its policy of liberalisation of the media, the MMD government has 
provided the right conditions for the establishment of many privately owned 
newspapers, radio and television stations.

In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Facilitated licensing of radio and television stations throughout the country;

- Enhanced the financial and professional independence of the national 
broadcaster by amending the Zambia National Broadcasting Corporation (ZNBC) Act;

- Reviewed and amended the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act to provide for
an independent body to regulate broadcasting and grant licences; 

- Consulted stakeholders on the drafting of Freedom of Information Bill for 
presentation to Parliament; 

- Enacted and vigorously implemented laws to protect intellectual property and 
fight piracy; 

- Procured printing press for Zambia News and Information Services (ZANIS) 
stationed in Lusaka, Chipata, and Kasama and other equipment such as video 
cameras and vehicles mounted with video projectors. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Complete consultations with all stakeholders on the enactment of the Freedom 
of 
Information Bill; 

- Continue the process of liberalisation of the media by taking appropriate 
measures to increase radio and television coverage; 

- Facilitate access to inexpensive media equipment and materials; 
 
- Continue consultations with the media fraternity on the establishment of a 
media regulation body; 

- Continue to enhance the financial and professional independence of public 
media organisations; 

- Procure more printing presses for the remaining six ZANIS provincial centres 
to print local language public newspapers and provide services to private 
publishers.
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4.4 DEFENCE AND SECURITY 

The policy of the MMD government has been to develop the defence and security 
wings of government to the highest standards for the benefit of peace and 
security in the country.
 
In the last five years the government has: 

- Recorded a decline in crime of violent nature and greater security of property
and the people;
 
- Achieved greater protection of individuals and their properties; 

- Increased manpower levels in the defence and security wings;

- Intervened promptly and effectively in times of emergencies, tragedies or 
relief in the nation;
 
- Cooperated with other nations through Joint Permanent Commissions on Defence 
and Security;
 
- Chaired the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) Organ on Politics, 
Defence and Security Co-operation; 

- Improved conditions of service for our defence and security personnel; 

- Finalised plans for a massive project of construction of housing units and 
provision of modern and technologically advanced equipment;
 
- Played a leading role in peace keeping operations in Africa and beyond. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will:
 
- Improve the conditions of service of all workers in defence and security 
wings; 

- Continue to provide decent housing; 

- Continue to procure modern technologically advanced equipment; 

- Continue to cooperate with neighbours through Joint Permanent Commissions on 
Defence and Security and other initiatives; 

- Repair and rehabilitate roads in rural areas through the Zambia National 
Service and other defence wings of the Zambia Defence Force; 

- Facilitate joint training of the Zambian Defence Force with other defence 
forces in the SADC region;
 
- Continue to provide post-retirement survival skills to retiring men and women 
in the defence and security wings.
 
4.5 FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
 
The MMD will continue to uphold the principles of good neighbourliness which 
entail peaceful co-existence with all neighbours and other states.

The MMD government recognises that international diplomacy is vital for social 
and economic development.

In this regard the MMD government will continue to conduct its international 
relations with emphasis on economic diplomacy.
 
In the last five years the MMD government has 

- Continued to pursue a pragmatic foreign policy in furtherance of national, 
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strategic and economic interests;
 
- Played an active role in regional and international affairs, including 
conflict prevention, management and resolution; 

- Used its participation in international fora to encourage regional 
infrastructural development including roads, bridges, electricity and border 
facilities to promote economic integration;

- Opened new missions to enhance the country’s representation in more countries 
and institutions;
 
- Chaired the Great Lakes Peace process; 

- Facilitated investment inflows in areas such as energy, mining and tourism. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years, the MMD government will: 

- Continue to promote trade with and investment from other countries; 

- Contribute to the maintenance of peace in the region, while focusing on 
economic development and cooperation; 

- Strengthen existing international agreements with countries in South-East 
Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean and its traditional partners in the West, 
East and the African continent;
 
- Support efforts aimed at combating terrorism and nuclear proliferation, 

- Prevent toxic waste dumping, which poses a threat to international peace and 
security; 

- Continue to participate in climate change mitigation activities in combating 
global warming;
 
- Ensure that international boundaries with Zambia are clearly demarcated and 
strictly observed;
 
- Continue to secure borders and other areas free of land mines through the 
Zambia Anti-Personnel Mine Action Centre (ZAMAC). 

ECONOMIC POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES 

5.1 ECONOMIC POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES 

The MMD Government remains committed to adopting and implementing appropriate 
strategies and programmes which support Zambia’s objective of accelerating the 
pace of economic development and eradicating poverty, thus improving the quality
of life of Zambians.

This, in line with the long term goal of the Vision 2030, is aimed at achieving 
the status of a prosperous middle income nation by that year.

Focus will remain on sustaining macroeconomic stability, promotion of economic 
diversification to underpin and support our efforts in poverty reduction and 
economic and social development, wealth and job creation and attainment of the 
Millennium Development Goals.

In the last five years, the MMD government has; 

- Achieved continuous real GDP growth averaging above 6% and a return to single 
digit inflation with the lowest rate achieved in decades; 

- Changed the national budget cycle to effect budget approval prior to the 
commencement of financial year thus increasing the implementation period of the 
budget and improving the efficiency of the process; 
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- Provided incentives to promote greater private sector participation in key 
sectors such as mining, agriculture, tourism and manufacturing; 

- Promoted enhanced public-private sector partnership through the formulation of
the Public Private Partnership policy and enactment of appropriate legislation; 

- Undertook measures aimed at strengthening management of public expenditure and
financial accountability through appropriate reforms including establishment of 
Audit Committees in all Ministries and Spending Agencies; 

- Continued to support private sector development and building investor 
confidence; 

- Continued the implementation of the Financial Sector Development Plan in order
to enhance the Central Bank’s supervisory role in the financial sector and 
increase access to financial services; 

- Continued efforts in fighting corruption in the Zambian economy, including 
initiating the setting up of Financial Intelligent Unit aimed at combating 
financial crime and related vices;

- Continued to effect reforms and implement policies that enhance economic 
performance and improve Zambia’s ranking internationally. Consequently, the 
Economist publication in 2010 ranked Zambia as one of the world’s top ten 
fastest growing economies.

In addition, credible international agencies have ranked Zambia fourth in Africa
in economic performance and 21st in the world in economic growth in 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) out of 215 countries; 

- Continued to make progress towards the attainment of the Vision 2030 which is 
to make Zambia a “prosperous middle-income nation by 2030”.

Among other successes, the country’s per capita Gross National Income (GNI) 
increased from US$680 in 2006 to an estimated US$970 in the 2009, only slightly 
below the lower middle income threshold of US $995. 

Beyond 2011

The MMD Government will: 

- Continue to sustain the economic growth rate above 6%; 

- Continue to pursue sound macro-economic and fiscal and monetary policies; 

- Continue to invest in and maintain infrastructure which supports sustainable 
economic development in both urban and rural areas; 

- Continue its economic expansion and diversification programmes aimed at 
creating wealth and jobs; 

- Continue fiscal incentives targeted at growing the non-traditional export 
sector as well as other growth sectors such as agriculture, tourism, mining and 
manufacturing;

- Maintain fiscal discipline and increase domestic resource mobilization through
broadening the tax base, appropriate tax regimes and enhanced enforcement 
strategies through the Zambia Revenue Authority;

- Continue to strengthen sustainable domestic and foreign debt management. 

5.2 COMMERCE, TRADE AND INDUSTRY 

Recognising the importance of commerce, trade and industry as the engines for 
economic development and creation of jobs and wealth for our people the MMD 
government has worked hard to attract investments in all these areas by 
providing the right environment for such investments, both local and foreign.
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Consequently, hundreds of factories have sprung up in the last five years 
manufacturing various goods that add value to local raw materials.
 
In the last five years the MMD government has:

- Developed an economic environment which supports local and foreign private 
investment; 

- Developed an environment that enables the development of domestic productive 
capacities and contributes to the expansion of Zambia’s international trade; 

- Provided export diversification programmes; 

- Supported private sector initiatives to increase the competitiveness of 
domestic industries and firms; 

- Stimulated and encouraged value addition activities in primary exports; 

- Worked on mechanisms to regulate domestic trade activities with a view to 
promoting and stimulating a vibrant trading sector. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Encourage value addition and investment inflows into export-oriented areas 
where Zambia has comparative advantage; 

- Transform the economy into a diversified and competitive one; 

- Integrate the economy into the international trading environment 

- Facilitate acquisition of modern technology to support value adding industrial
processes by domestic firms; 

- Encourage establishment of citizens’ empowered companies where Zambians own at
least 25 percent shares; 
 
- Facilitate preferential procurement to Zambian companies in both public and 
private procurement systems.
 
5.3 MANUFACTURING AND INVESTMENT PROMOTION 

The development of the manufacturing sector, including processing of copper 
products to create more value addition, has been constrained by low domestic and
regional markets, distances to high volume markets and poor financing.

The MMD government’s focus has been on interventions that address these 
challenges.

In the last five years, the MMD government has: 

- Engaged the private sector as the engine for economic growth and therefore a 
major strategic partner; 

- Embarked on a vigorous campaign to attract local and foreign investment by 
providing the right environment; 

- Embarked on a vigorous campaign to find local and regional markets for our 
manufacturers; 

- Reviewed licensing procedures to eliminate time consuming processes such that 
it now takes half a day to register a business entity; 

- Initiated the establishment of Multi Facility Economic Zones (MFEZ); 

- Aggressively marketed Zambia at the highest level which brought in 
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unprecedented Foreign Direct Investment (FDI); 

- Initiated reforms resulting in Zambia being ranked among the “Top Ten Global 
Reformers” in the world by the World Bank in their Cost of Doing Business 
report. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Develop quality standardisation systems and processes to ensure that Zambian 
products meet international standards; 

- Promote and further support establishment of Multi-Facility Economic Zones 
(MFEZ) and Industrial Parks aimed at enhancing performance of the manufacturing 
sector and contributing to wealth and job creation; 

- Promote exports by creation of markets for Zambian products through 
establishment of new markets for the non traditional exports; 

- Continue to aggressively market Zambia as a preferred investment destination; 

- Continue with reforms that will improve further Zambia’s ranking in cost of 
doing business;
 
- Make further progress to achieve the status of “Prosperous Middle Income 
Nation” before 2030.
 
5.4 MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (MSME) AND RURAL INDUSTRIALISATION 

The MMD government views rural industrialisation that adds value to locally 
produced raw materials and the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) as 
dynamic sectors that should contribute greatly to Gross Domestic Product and the
creation of decent employment especially in the rural areas.

The MSMEs are the most sustainable way of reducing poverty and improving the 
quality of life of many of our people.

In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Provided support for the effective development and utilisation of domestic 
productive capacities that have led to increased output and expansion of 
employment opportunities; 

- Enhanced and stepped up rural development and industrialisation through 
citizens empowerment measures;
 
- Ensured that MSMEs are the main mechanism for empowering our people. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Continue to support the MSME Sector and facilitate the MSMEs to become a key 
segment of industrial development; 

- Increase access to market opportunities and provide appropriate business 
finance and business infrastructure; 

- Introduce value chain and cluster development programmes; 

- Ensure that entrepreneurs from rural areas benefit more by improving and 
widening access to the empowerment funds; 

- Ensure investment promotion measures include the marketing of various rural 
regions as key investment destinations by creating a conducive environment 
through the provision of appropriate infrastructure and other business related 
services;
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- Promote the establishment of Multi National Corporations (MNC) in rural areas 
that will allow effective MNC/MSME business linkages that result in building 
local industrial capacity.
 
5.5 TOURISM 

Tourism has rightly been ranked as the second priority sector on government’s 
economic development agenda.

The policy of the MMD government is to develop the sector further to create more
jobs and earn more foreign exchange.

In doing so there will be greater focus on developing a new range of tourism 
products.

In the last five years, the MMD government has: 

- Enacted the Tourism and Hospitality Act and the Tourism Board Act which serve 
to transform the former Zambia National Tourism Board into a marketing agency 
and streamline the development functions, including licensing; 

- Encouraged investment in the industry through the recognition of tourism as a 
priority sector under the Zambia Development Agency Act, thereby enabling 
investors to qualify for incentives under the Act; 
 
- Constructed and rehabilitated access roads, bridges and culverts to the South 
Luangwa National Park, Kafue National Park and Lower Zambezi National Park; 

- Finalised the Integrated Development Plan for the Kasaba Bay Resort 
Development and the Tourism Area Action Plan for Livingstone and developed a 
business plan for Kafue National Park to transform it into a business centre; 

- Disbursed investment funds to 125 applicants through the Tourism Development 
Credit Facility as part of the Citizens empowerment activity and continued to 
stimulate and attract inflows of investment by international hotel operators; 

- Increased support to people negatively affected by the increasing animal 
population in the game reserves. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years, the MMD government will: 

- Provide appropriate and conducive regulatory framework in order to support 
development of the sector; 

- Intensify promotion and marketing of tourism products; 

- Facilitate the introduction of additional tourism products; 

- Encourage public private partnership in management of parks; 

- Take measures that will result in Zambia becoming more competitive; 

- Continue efforts at minimising animal/human conflict in game areas. 

5.6 MINING AND MINERAL RESOURCES 

For many years to come, mining will continue to be a major employer of our 
people and earner of foreign exchange for the nation.

To this end, the MMD government continues to attract Foreign Direct Investment 
(FDI) into the mining industry resulting in increased activities in exploration 
and mining that have brought the industry back to its past glory.
 
Recognising that mining is a wasting industry, it remains MMD government policy 
that it should continually benefit Zambians. It is also the MMD government 
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policy to ensure promotion of safety of workers and safety of work places. 

Investment in exploration has included that by: 

- First Quantum Ltd and Zhonghui Group of China in North-Western Province; 

- Konkola North, a joint venture by African Rainball Mines of South Africa and 
Vale of Brazil on the Copperbelt Province; 

- Tycoon Mining Industry Corporation Ltd of China in Luapula Province; 

- Kalaba Manganese Project by Musamu Resources/Tranter Ltd in Luapula Province; 

- BHP Billiton of Australia in Central Province and Kariba Uranium in Southern 
Province. 

The investments have led to: 

- Reopening of the Luanshya Copper Mines and Munali Nickel in Mazabuka; 

- Commencement of commercial production at Lumwana Copper mine; 
 
- Commissioning of the Konkola Deep Mining Project as well as two modern copper 
smelters on the Copperbelt; 

- Finding a strategic equity partner to recapitalise and bring Maamba Collieries
to full production; 

- Increasing copper production from 250,000 MT to 740,000 MT within five years 

- Doubling of employment in the industry to just under 50,000; 

- Increasing spending by mining companies on corporate social responsibility 
programmes; 

- Encouraging participation by Zambians in large scale mining. 

In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Strengthened institutional capacity and regulatory frameworks to deal with old
and new challenges in the mining industry, including pollution control; 

- Improved the performance of the Mines Safety Department in order to ensure 
safe, healthy and sustainable environment in the mines; 

- Carried out monitoring exploration and mining operations; 

- Enhanced geological mapping, mineral exploration and resource surveys; 

- Carried out investment promotions in order to attract more investments in both
large scale and small-scale mining sectors. 

- Finalised the drafting of regulations on mining, storage and transportation of
uranium. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years, the MMD government will: 

- Ensure stable regulatory framework that protects the interests of workers; 

- Ensure security of employment and improved conditions of service for workers; 

- Facilitate opening of at least one new mine in every province; 

- Create industries that promote value addition to copper, manganese, industrial
minerals and gemstones; 
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- Facilitate participation of Zambians in mining through publicly listed 
companies; 

- Strengthen monitoring of mining operations by government agencies to ensure 
safety of the workers; 

- Enhance exploration of energy minerals such as oil, gas and uranium. 

- Formulate necessary petroleum policy to guide oil and gas extraction, 
handling, export and refining and enhancing enforcement of environment 
regulations; 

- Formulate strategy for mining coal for thermal power plants to meet national 
and regional power requirements; 

- Ensure periodic review of the tax regime of the mining industry so as to 
ensure that the country benefits from its mineral resources; 

- Continue to improve the performance of the Mines Safety Department in order to
ensure safe, healthy and sustainable environment in the mines. 

5.7 AGRICULTURE, LIVESTOCK AND FISHERIES 

The essence of the MMD programmes is to sustain agriculture as the number one 
industry and a profitable business for both small-scale and large-scale farmers 
who will in turn create jobs for others, especially in rural areas.

When farming pays and also creates jobs there will be less need for our rural 
people to migrate to urban areas in search of employment.
 
In the last five years the MMD government has:
 
- Facilitated the creation of a competitive agricultural sector that assures 
food security at national and household levels and maximises the sector’s 
contribution to  
Gross Domestic Product;
 
- Ensured input support for the vulnerable communities in rural areas through 
the Farmer Input Support Programme (FISP), which has benefited close to a 
million small scale farmers; 

- Promoted irrigation for all year round agriculture; 

- Provided agricultural extension services; 

- Facilitated sustainable agricultural development that produces raw materials 
for agro based industries;
 
- Reformed credit and crop marketing regime by enacting the Agricultural Credit 
Act; 

- Increased income and employment through agro-processing; 

- Promoted the development of cash crop farming; 

- Made more land accessible for agriculture and infrastructure development; 

- Promoted and strengthened cooperatives and farmer organisations; 

- Continued to undertake special measures aimed at supporting the sector, 
including rehabilitation of feeder roads; bridges, storage sheds, dams, canals 
and dip tanks.
 
Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Continue input support to the vulnerable and small scale farmers through the 
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Farmers Input Support Programme;
 
- Increase credit support to small scale farmers; 

- Strengthen and facilitate the provision of agricultural services in order to 
increase productivity particularly among smallholder farmers; 

- Facilitate accessibility of land for agriculture and development of 
infrastructure in potentially productive areas;
 
- Promote and strengthen co-operatives and farmer organisations as vehicles for 
agricultural development; 

- Encourage crop cultivation under irrigation; 

- Make more land available for commercial purposes under the farm block 
programme; 

- Continue developing at least one farm block in each province; 

- Promote appropriate and sustainable irrigation technology and facilities for 
small scale farmers; 

- Continue to provide agricultural extension services. 
 
5.8.1 LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT 

The MMD government recognises that Zambia is endowed with large areas of grazing
land and abundant water.

An estimated 42 percent of Zambian land is suitable for livestock.
 
In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Intensified livestock restocking and increasing overall production;, 

- Facilitated increased productivity and management of marketable livestock and 
livestock products, especially in the traditional sector; 

- Facilitated increased broiler and egg production; 

- Facilitated the increased number of dairy farmers; 

- Facilitated increased control of livestock disease and creation of disease 
free zones. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Establish livestock breeding and extension service centres in all provinces; 

- Construct livestock marketing centres in every district and abattoirs in every
province; 

- Construct cordon lines in provinces prone to livestock diseases and improve 
surveillance to control diseases; 

- Develop policies and programmes that will encourage prudent use of grazing 
areas; 

- Encourage integrated farming practices, such as livestock production and fish 
farming; fish farming and rice production; 

- Continue creation of disease free zones. 

5.8.2 FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT 
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In the last five years, the MMD government has: 

- Facilitated the growth of the fisheries sector by 20 percent; 

- Promoted community-based management of fisheries and fish farming 
(aquaculture) ; 

- Ensured continued fish breeding through the three month annual fishing ban. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Continue policies and programmes designed to make fisheries a major income 
earner for our people; 

- Develop policies and programmes that will encourage sustainable fishing 
practices; 

- Encourage and increase fish production through community-based resource 
management; 

- Construct fish landing sites, fish markets and fish disease laboratories; 

- Promote fish processing, marketing, distribution and fish feed production 
among fish farmers; 

- Intensify awareness campaign for safe fishing methods that will encourage 
sustainable fishing practices. 
 
5.9 LAND 

The challenge for Zambia in as far as land is concerned is to develop policies 
and programmes that ensure equitable access to land and promote national 
development. 
To this end considerable progress has been made in formulation of a 
comprehensive land policy that is a result of wide consultations with all 
stakeholders, particularly traditional leaders.
 
In the last five years, the MMD government has: 

- Made progress towards implementation of the policy requiring that 30 percent 
of land allocated in Zambia is reserved for women who are in most cases 
household breadwinners;
 
- Stepped up the issuance of title deeds to former ZCCM employees who bought 
mine houses; 

- Developed a land information system in order to build a land data bank; 

- Opened up new land for agricultural development through the establishment of 
more farm blocks and other economic development ventures; 

- Continued with the review of legislation governing land and regulatory 
framework; 

- Initiated extension of electricity to farm blocks; 

- Opened up a Lands and Deeds Registry office in Livingstone to facilitate 
issuance of title deeds.
 
Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Continue with the policy requiring that 30% of land allocated in Zambia is 
reserved for women;
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- Continued to build land Data Bank; 

- Continue consultations with traditional leaders on land ownership systems; 

- Provide more land for farm blocks and other economic development ventures; 

- Review legislation governing land acquisition so as to restrict ownership by 
non Zambians.
 
5.10 PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

The MMD government takes cognisance of the threat degradation of the environment
poses to the overall sustenance of life. 

Consequently, it has put protection of the environment high on its national 
agenda so as to ensure sustainable development through protection of animals in 
their natural habitat, water, soil, forests and other natural resources.
 
In the last five years, the MMD government has: 

- Streamlined the functions of the Environment Council of Zambia; 

- Continued reforestation of degraded land and conservation of soil and water; 

- Continued control of industrial and urban pollution and continued to fulfil 
its international obligations; 

- Continued capitalisation of the Forestry Development Credit Facility to 
benefit vulnerable people in forest-based enterprises;
 
- Collaborated with the international community on the promotion of sustainable 
development of the environment and mitigating the negative effects of climate 
change. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Enact the Environmental Management Bill which will improve legal and 
regulatory framework and create opportunities for income generation from the 
environment; 

- Harmonise policies and legislation to ensure coverage of environmental and 
natural resources concerns in other sectors such as agriculture, health, energy 
and water;
 
- Continue reforestation of land and conservation of soil and water; 

- Continue to regulate and control industrial and urban pollution; 

- Continue to fulfil international obligations on the environment; 

- Continue collaborating and working with the international community in 
promotion of safe and sustainable environment and mitigation of the negative 
effects of climate change.
 
6.0 SOCIAL SERVICE POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES 

6.1. EDUCATION 

The MMD government’s role in education is to promote social and economic 
well-being so as to achieve a good quality of life for its citizens.

To this end the MMD seeks to create, promote and support conditions within which
education can be a vehicle for realisation of individual full potential.

Thus, government has demonstrated its commitment through increased budget 
allocation to the education and skills sector in the last five years.
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Today’s challenge is “access and quality” in education and considerable progress
has been made in this direction.
 
In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Increased enrolment at Grades 1 – 7 by 108% from 1.6 million pupils in 2000 to
3.33 million in 2008; 

- Improved the quality of education by making learning materials such as books 
widely available;
 
- Embarked on an infrastructure construction programme to address the imbalance 
in the provision of schools, particularly in rural areas; 

- Made tremendous improvements in the pupil-teacher ratio through increased 
teacher training and recruitment which saw the recruitment of 35,000 teachers 
between 2004 and 2009, including replacement teachers;
 
- Increased access to tertiary education with the opening of the Mulungushi 
(Public) University and facilitating establishment of several private 
universities.
 
Beyond 2011 

In the next five years, the MMD government will: 
 
- Provide free education for every boy and girl up to Grade Nine; 

- Expand and improve early childhood care education, especially for the most 
disadvantaged and its integration in the main stream education framework; 

- Eliminate gender disparities in access to and performance in education; 

- Expand education training opportunities at tertiary and vocational levels; 

- Expand access to high schools so that two-thirds of those completing basic 
school education can proceed to high schools; 

- Establish a Teaching Council for the accreditation of teachers and for 
ensuring their continuous professional development; 

- Establish High Education Authority for the coordination of university level 
education with the responsibility for allocation of resources to various 
institutions to ensure programmes in public universities respond to national 
needs and for the monitoring of standards;

- Develop a national qualification framework; 

- Ensure that each province has a degree-awarding institution; 

- Ensure that the public universities are among the leading intellectual centres
in the country making a significant contribution to Zambia and the international
community;
 
- Facilitate the establishment of a loan scheme for students who cannot meet the
academic or living costs of university education; 

- Adopt appropriate forms of alternative education delivery, including 
e-learning and Information Communication Technology (ICT); 

- Develop a curriculum that allows more progressive use of ICT with emphasis on 
science and mathematics; 

- Promote innovation and entrepreneurship at the local level in the procurement 
of education materials such as desks; 

- Encourage cooperation between Parent Teachers Associations and education 
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authorities in the provision of quality education. 

6.1.1 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

The MMD government recognises that in the modern world all aspects of 
development will fall short of target if the nation is not up to date on 
application of technologies which can only be attained if greater attention is 
paid to science and technology.

To this end the MMD government will continue developing national capacities and 
facilitating the provision of highly skilled human resource. 

In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Constructed and rehabilitated training institutions in all the provinces; 

- Re-equipped and refurbished training institutions; 

- Introduced the graduate empowerment scheme in which graduates are given tool 
kits to encourage entrepreneurship; 

- Developed Technical Education Vocation and Entrepreneurship Training (TEVET) 
Qualification Framework (TQF) for the TEVET sub sector as an instrument for the 
development and classification of qualifications; 

- Provided funding to Strategic Research Fund and Youth Investors Fund. 
 
Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Increase enrolment in Technical Education, Vocational and Entrepreneurship 
Training (TEVET) from 30,000 to 50,000 by 2014 by introducing skills training in
fields such as welding, carpentry, bricklaying and plumbing which will benefit 
the vulnerable and less privileged students; 

- Increase female participation in science and technology related courses from 
6% to 15% by 2014; 

- Support and promote the transformation of the informal sector operators to 
formal micro and small scale entrepreneurs; 

- Promote the commercialisation of innovation and research and development 
results in order to contribute to social economic development and wealth 
creation; 

- Develop a critical mass of human resource capable of applying science and 
technology in order to facilitate innovation, national productivity and 
competitiveness.

6.2 HEALTH SERVICES 

The MMD government is committed to providing equity of access to cost effective 
and affordable health services as close to the family as possible through 
implementation of a primary health care strategy.

There has been unprecedented expansion of health facilities in promoting quality
service delivery.

The MMD government has also undertaken health sector reforms that include 
harmonisation and alignment of external aid through a Sector Wide Approach 
(SWAP). 

In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Achieved remarkable progress in maternal health and safe motherhood, as 
demonstrated by a sharp drop in maternal mortality rate; 
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- Registered a tremendous drop in child mortality rate mainly attributable to 
good immunisation coverage reaching 96%, promotion of exclusive breast feeding, 
bringing measles fatality to near zero; 

- Scaled up HIV/AIDS intervention leading to a drop in HIV prevalence to about 
14% from 19% and put over 90% of HIV eligible individuals on free Antiretroviral

Therapy (ART) treatment; 

- Scaled up measures aimed at combating malaria, including mass distribution of 
treated mosquito nets to all nine provinces; introduction of Coartem for 
treatment of malaria; scaling up indoor residual household spraying from 15 
districts in 2006 to 54 in 2010 and strengthening early diagnosis by use of 
rapid diagnostic tests (RDT);

- Introduced a new method of fighting malaria by destroying the mosquito larvae;

- Addressed critical health human resource shortages by reopening several 
nursing schools, introducing incentives to retain health workers, especially in 
rural areas and recruiting over 5,000 health workers; 

- Put in place measures to strengthen systems management, including health 
management information systems, financial and administration management systems,
internal audit, monitoring and evaluation of all health systems; 

- Embarked on a massive infrastructure development, including district 
hospitals, health centres and staff houses; 

- Bought the most advanced diagnostic equipment at University Teaching Hospital 
including Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computerised Tomography ( CT) 
scan; 

- Constructed 27 hospitals, 34 health centres and 231 health posts; 

- Facilitated local manufacturing of some essential drugs. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Construct health posts at every basic school in order to fall within five 
kilometres and so offer basic health services to the remote areas of Zambia; 

- Build district hospitals in every district for access to high level of health 
care and upgrade health centres to mini-hospital level; 

- Provide mobile hospitals in every district in order to ensure that people in 
remote areas of the country have access to high level and specialist health care
(while continuing building permanent hospital infrastructure); 

- Strengthen procurement systems and capacities for procurement of essential 
drugs and medical supplies, including strengthening local manufacturing 
capacities in order to improve supply; 

- Reduce child and maternal mortality in line with Millennium Development Goals 
(MDGs); 

- Consolidate gains achieved in the fight against HIV/AIDS, focusing on halting 
the spread of HIV/AIDS through effective interventions and provision of free ARV
and third line ARV treatment; 

- Continue mass distribution of treated mosquito nets to all nine provinces, and
scale up indoor residual household spraying to all 73 districts, scale up the 
destruction of mosquito larvae in all provinces and strengthen early diagnosis 
by use of rapid diagnostic tests (RDT); 

- Address health human resource shortages by increasing the intake of nursing 
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trainees in various institutions and providing incentives to retain workers, 
especially in rural areas, increasing intake of medical students at various 
medical institutions and introducing a masters degree programme for 
sub-specialities;

- Further strengthen systems management, including health management information
systems, financial and administration management systems, internal audit, 
monitoring and evaluation of all health systems.
 
6.3. HOUSING AND SHELTER 
 
In keeping with its 2006 manifesto the MMD government has embarked on a housing 
programme that is designed to meet its vision of providing safe, adequate and 
decent shelter for all.

In this programme government has also identified informal settlements and 
started to upgrade them by opening up roads, drainages and provision of clean 
and safe water and sanitation services.
 
In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Continued to make land available for housing development; 

- Improved basic services, such as water supply to community centres and 
established solid waste management disposals in unplanned settlements; 

- Prepared development plans for districts in order to ensure orderly 
development; 

- Encouraged private sector participation in estate development which is 
contributing towards increased housing units. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years, the MMD government will: 

- Continue upgrading unplanned settlements by providing them with roads, water, 
schools and health services; 

- Facilitate construction of 150,000 housing units every year in which the 
private developers will be encouraged to play a role; 

- Mobilise cheap long term finance for private developers, especially focussing 
on low income developers; 

- Create serviced plots for individual and public developers of houses; 

- Increase housing stock for both home ownership and rental; 

- Review the housing policy to harmonise with other policies such as Public 
Private Partnership (PPP) programmes. 

6.4 WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION 

The MMD government recognises that an efficient and effective water and 
sanitation sector is critical to social and economic development of the country.

In this regard the key issues in this sector include increasing access to safe 
drinking water in rural areas and improving ground and surface water management 
and ensuring sustainable development of this resource.
 
In the last five years, the MMD government has: 

- Sunk thousands of new boreholes and rehabilitated dysfunctional old ones 
through the National Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Programme (NRWSSP); 

- Established Water Supply and Sanitation Section in local authorities to 
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co-ordinate and implement the national water supply and sanitation programme; 

- Rolled out the Sustainable Operation and Maintenance Project (SOMAP) in order 
to establish shops for selling spare parts for hand pumps, established operation
and maintenance systems for sustainability and conducted capacity building 
programmes for stakeholders; 
 
- Developed and implemented the National Urban and Peri-urban Water Supply and 
Sanitation Programme (NUPWSSP), a road map for the provision of water and 
sanitation services to urban and peri-urban areas; 

- Established 11 water utility companies in all the provinces; 

- Constructed and rehabilitated earth dams in order to provide water for 
irrigation; 

- Promoted management of water shades and water resource; 

- Facilitated the provision of sewerage systems to peri-urban areas; 

- Facilitated the provision of improved latrines and pit latrines; 

- Provided drainages in areas prone to floods in urban and peri-urban areas. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Continue implementing the rural and urban water supply and sanitation 
programme in order to increase access to safe water; 

- Provide clean water to within 500 metres of communities by sinking more 
boreholes and constructing more dams for irrigations purposes; 

- Continue with the programme of training stakeholders in the repair and 
maintenance of boreholes and provision of spares; 

- Provide water to cover the un-serviced areas in urban and peri-urban areas; 

- Promote good sanitation by constructing sewerage treatment plants and 
providing sewerage lines to peri-urban areas; 

- Continue to facilitate the construction of improved latrines and pit latrines 
on an annual basis; 

- Continue to provide drainages in residential areas, particularly peri-urban 
areas that are prone to flood disasters; 

- Continue to promote conservation and management of water resource. 

6.5 ENERGY 

Energy generation remains key to Zambia’s development, especially with 
increasing investment in mining, manufacturing and tourism.

It is MMD government policy to develop new sources of energy such as bio fuel 
and solar power.

It is also MMD policy that all Zambians including those in rural areas should 
have access to electricity or other forms of energy to facilitate value addition
to local raw materials and reduce dependency on wood fuel.

In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Developed new sources of power generation, including coal powered plants, 
cogeneration and gasification and renewable energy; 

- Provided electricity to farm blocks, new mines and industrial consumers; 
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- Provided electricity to most chiefs’ palaces, some schools, hospitals and 
health centres through the Rural Electrification Master Plan (REMP); 

- Provided strategic petroleum reserves in all provinces to improve stocks; 

- Introduced uniform petroleum prices nationwide 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years, the MMD government will: 

- Continue the programme of expanding existing power stations and constructing 
new ones;
 
- Continue implementation of the Rural Electrification Master Plan launched in 
2010 in order to scale up provision of electricity to homes, chiefs’ palaces, 
schools and other population centres;
 
- Increase power generation from current 1,800 MW to 2,900 MW by investing in 
new and expanding old plants and distribution of electricity in order to cope 
with increasing demand; 

- Continue developing renewable energy sources; 

- Increase petroleum bulk storage to achieve higher petroleum strategic stock. 

6.6 LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT 

The policy of the MMD government in labour and employment matters has been to 
facilitate and promote efficient and effective employment and labour 
administration in order to enhance productivity, improve working conditions and 
social protection with a  view to contributing to economic growth and poverty 
reduction.

In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Designated the Ministry of Labour and Social Security as an economic Ministry;

- Ensured quality occupational health and safety at places of work through 
revision and strengthening of appropriate regulations; 

- Reviewed labour laws in order to discourage outsourcing of labour that is 
available in Zambia;
 
- Continued efforts aimed at ending casualisation of labour; 

- Enacted the occupational safety and health legislation; 

- Increased minimum wage for shop workers and protected persons from K268,800 to

K419,000 per month. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years in the MMD government will: 

- Continue review of labour laws, including work permit regulations so as to 
discourage outsourcing of labour at the expense of Zambians; 

- Strengthen legal provisions of the Zambianisation programme in support of the 
citizens economic empowerment programmes; 

- Ensure that casualisation of labour is eliminated in all industries and 
workplaces; 

- Strengthen occupational safety and health inspectorate systems to facilitate 
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effective adherence to the laws, especially those governing prevention of 
occupational accidents and diseases at places of work; 
 
- Ensure improvements to the social security governance and administration, 
harmonisation of statutory pension schemes in order for retirees to have 
meaningful pensions;
 
- Extend the existing social security schemes to people in the informal sector 
who also need social security.
 
6.7 COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Undoubtedly one of the most effective ways of assisting the vulnerable of our 
people has been through provision of support that empowers them to be 
self-sustaining in food security and helps them to be productive in other 
fields.

This policy has enabled a number of our people, especially the old and sick to 
benefit from programmes in the Community and Social Services sphere.
 
In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Assisted more than 250,000 vulnerable people through food security provisions 
under the Food Security Pack (FSP); 

- Introduced financial support through the Social Cash Transfer Scheme (SCTS) 
for vulnerable households; 

- Helped well over 700,000 people through the Public Welfare Assistance (PWA) 
scheme in education, health and social security support; 

- Formed the Arts and Cultural Sector Advisory Group to promote arts and 
culture; 

- Formed Child Protection Unit in the Ministry of Community Development and 
Social Services to provide adequate legal and social protection to children in 
need of care; 

- Established the National Communication Strategy on Sexual and Gender Based 
Violence; 

- Signed the international conventions on rights of persons with disabilities 
and appointed Disability Focal Point Persons in ministries, provinces and other 
spending agencies to ensure that disability and development are incorporated 
into policies, plans, programmes and projects;
 
- Reviewed the national policies to address the needs of people with 
disabilities, including national sports policy, national youth and education 
policies.

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years, the MMD government will: 

- Develop a social protection policy; 

- Facilitate training of low income households to equip them with livelihood 
skills Continue and scale up cash transfer programmes in all provinces; 

- Expand the scope of rehabilitation centres to cater for more children on and 
off the streets;
 
- Provide vocational and life skills for children and the youth and complete 
nine multipurpose cultural centres in the provinces; 

- Continue to assist the vulnerable people through the Public Welfare Assistance
and Social Cash Transfer Scheme; 
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- Continue supporting programmes which promote arts and culture, including 
establishment of Inter-Ministerial Committee on Arts and Culture; 

- Continue to support persons with disabilities through the focal point persons 
appointed in ministries and other agencies. 

6.8 YOUTH AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 

The MMD government recognises that the youth are the backbone of the future of 
Zambia and that they have to be adequately prepared for the responsibilities of 
the future through access to good education, health and skills training. 

In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Encouraged youth participation in decision making processes through structures
such as the National HIV/AIDS/STI/TB Council, Provincial and District 
Development  
Coordinating Committees, the African Peer Review Mechanism, the National Youth 
Development Council, the National Youth Assembly/Parliament and the 
reconstituted 
National Youth Development Council Board; 

- Rehabilitated and re-integrated orphans into society through skills provision 
which has benefited thousands of orphans and vulnerable children; 

- Disbursed grants to institutions caring for children; 

- Revised the 1994 National Youth Policy and formulated the National Plan of 
Action for Youth Development;
 
- Reintroduced the Youth Development Fund to promote youth participation in 
economic affairs; 

- Established youth Skills Resource Centres; 

- Facilitated youth involvement in sport and introduced Sports Diploma Course at
the University of Zambia. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Expand skills centres; 

- Establish reading and recreation centres; 

- Enhance youth enterprise development through the Youth Empowerment Fund; 

- Establish youth business incubators alongside Multi Facility Economic Zones; 

- Establish national sports education and accreditation systems and high 
performance training centres in provinces; 

- Offer vocational training through the construction of Youth Resources Centres 
in all the districts by 2030; 

- Promote youth enterprises development by making readily available investment 
resources through enactment of legislation and formulation of policies that will
be attractive to youths; 

- Construct and rehabilitate modern stadium and encourage sport development 
involving the youth. 
 
6.9 TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS

Tremendous progress has been made in the implementation of the MMD government 
policy of developing transport and communications as the most effective means 
for movements of people and goods and the promotion of international trade. This
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policy has resulted in the development of railways, airports, roads and 
telecommunication infrastructure.
 
6.9.1 Railway Service 

In the last five years government has:
 
- Completed the Chipata-Mchinji railway link; 

- Started the process of extending the railway line from Chingola to Solwezi; 

- Worked with the Chinese and Tanzanian governments to increase the rolling 
stock of the Tanzania Zambia Railway; 

- Promoted development of railways through Public Private Partnership. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Conduct pre-feasibility studies on all potential green field railway links 
across the country to provide basic information on their economic viability; 

- Facilitate the development of inter-town and intra-town commuter train 
services to ease movement of people; 

- Facilitate the revival of the Njanji Commuter Railway Line in Lusaka; 

- Encourage investment in railways through Public Private Partnership; 

- Carry out feasibility studies for rail links to Nacala, Beira, Walvis Bay, 
Lobito and Mpulungu ports; 

- Facilitate the revamping of inter-mine railway systems for transportation of 
mineral ores and carry out feasibility studies for electrification of the 
inter-mine railway systems;
 
- Ensure that Chipata-Mchinji railway connects to TAZARA via Katete and Petauke 

6.9.2 Shipping and harbours 

In the last five years the government has: 

- Procured two vessels and several boats for water transport; 

- Repaired two dredgers and procured two new ones for waterways clearance; 

- Improved transportation of farm produce, relief food, fish and passengers 
through clearance of canals in Western, Luapula ad Northern Provinces. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will: 

- Ensure accessibility of waterways and canals to enhance water transport, 
fishing, tourism and trade; 
 
- Promote affordable forms of water transport and production of affordable boats
and procure more boats and vessels; 

- Promote water based tourism on lakes, rivers and canals; 

- Encourage construction of dry ports for external trade. 

6.9.3 Civil Aviation 

In the last five years the MMD government has: 
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- Opened district aerodromes; 

- Started work on the Kasama, Solwezi, Mansa and Chipata provincial airport 
terminal buildings; 

- Completed construction of the runway at Kasaba Bay airport to accommodate 
larger aircraft;
 
- Attracted more private investment in air transport. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years, the MMD government will: 

- Construct a new Lusaka International Airport to be a regional hub and turn the
current one into a domestic airport; 

- Continue to facilitate private investment in airports/aerodromes, airline 
operations, maintenance and handling services; 

- Promote joint venture airlines with foreign carriers; 

- Facilitate establishment of a national carrier through Public Private 
Partnership;

- Develop and modernise provincial airports to international standards. 

6.9.4 Information Communication Technology 

In the last five years the government has: 

- Facilitated growth of the mobile service from just under 1,000,000 subscribers
to over 5,000,000;
 
- Enacted three pieces of legislation, namely, the Information and Communication

Technology Act 2009, the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 2009 and
the Zambia Postal Services Act 2009 to streamline the industry and promote 
growth; 

- Established a Universal Access and Services Fund to promote the widespread 
availability and usage of electronic communication services throughout Zambia in
order to bridge the digital divide between urban and rural areas to address; 

- Expanded communication services to cover un-served or under-served areas and 
communities; 

- Liberalised the International Gateway leading to reduced cost of international
communication. 

Beyond 2011 

In the next five years, the MMD government will: 
 
- Further liberalise entry into the telecommunications sector; 

- Continue to promote the use of Information Communication Technology (ICT), 

- e-commerce and e-government; 

- Introduce more fiscal incentives to attract private sector investment in ICT 
in rural areas; 

- Continue to encourage the establishment of more telecommunications networks, 
ICT and internet services in rural areas and facilitate the smooth migration to 
digital transmission.
 
6.10 INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 
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The MMD recognises the need for various infrastructures in order to enhance 
socio-economic development.

To this end the MMD government has invested and will continue to invest heavily 
in infrastructure for land, rail and air transport, communications, health and 
education, power generation and distribution, sports and social welfare as well 
as facilitate private investment in mining, tourism, agriculture, manufacturing 
and trading infrastructure.
 
In the last five years the MMD government has: 

- Refurbished a total of 40,000 kilometres of roads, including Serenje-Mansa, 
Mutanda-Zambezi-Chavuma, Choma-Namwala, Chipata-Lundazi and Chipata-Mfuwe; 
Kasama-Luwingu, Kabompo-Chavuma and Senanga-Sesheke; 

- Completed the Mchinji–Chipata railway line and sourced funds for improvement 
of the Tanzania-Zambia Railways; 

- Rehabilitated or expanded Chipata, Mansa and Kasama airport terminal buildings
and inland waterways in Western, Luapula and Northern Provinces; 

- Constructed the Levy Mwanawasa Bridge in Luapula and started work on the 
Kazungula Bridge in Southern Province;

- Constructed a total of 27 new district hospitals, eight of which are 
completed, including one new general hospital for Lusaka;

- Constructed or expanded 34 health centres and 231 health posts covering all 
provinces; 

- Constructed technical colleges throughout the country as well as 2,500 
classroom blocks for schools; 

- Constructed hundreds of housing units for security wings of government, 
teachers, health workers including doctors and nurses; 

- Constructed modern markets in Lusaka (Soweto, Chilenje and Chelstone); Ndola 
(Chisokone and Ndeke); Kitwe (Nakadoli, Buchi/Kamitondo and Ndeke);

- Constructed grain storage shades in all provinces and rehabilitated old ones 
in 
Mulungushi, Petauke, Kalomo, Chisamba, and Serenje; 

- Constructed one-stop boarder posts in Nakonde, Kasumbalesa and Chirundu; 

- Constructed Ndola and Lusaka sports stadia; 

- Facilitated the construction of modern shopping malls and parks in Lusaka 
(Manda Hill, Arcades, Crossroads, Woodlands and Levy Mwanawasa Junction), Kitwe 
(Freedom Park), Ndola and Livingstone. 
 
Beyond 2011 

In the next five years the MMD government will:

- Continue the construction of new and rehabilitating of old roads, bridges and 
railways to link with neighbouring countries;
 
- Continue the construction of airports at provincial centres; 

- Continue the construction of housing units both for sale and rent;

- Continue the construction of housing units for defence and security personnel;

- Continue the construction of new schools, hospitals, health posts; 
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- Continue the construction of new storage shades, silos and markets; 

- Facilitated investment of US $2 billion for generation of extra power to 
increase from the current capacity of 1,800 MW by additional 1,000 MW by 2015; 

- Continue to attract investment in new shopping malls, sporting facilities and 
markets; 

- Continue the construction of one-stop border posts.

7.0 BENCHMARKS FOR A PROSPEROUS ZAMBIA 

Arising form the policies and programmes enumerated above, the next MMD 
government will have clear benchmarks whose achievement should improve the 
quality of life of all our people.

These are: 

7.1 Involve all Zambians in productive activities that give them a decent 
living. 

We will ensure that every household is involved in some financially rewarding 
activity.

Rural Zambians will be assisted to graduate from mere subsistence food growers 
to cash crop growers so that they can produce extra for sale.

People living in both urban and rural areas will benefit from citizens 
empowerment programmes as well as from the many industries and jobs that will be
created by foreign and local investments.
 
7.2 Promote greater investment in small and large scale business activities.

We will provide appropriate environment for local and foreign investment in new 
and expansion of existing enterprises.

Apart from making more of our people self reliant, these activities are expected
to create thousands of jobs both in rural and urban areas.

7.3 Increase access to agricultural input especially in rural areas.

The MMD government will build on its success in the last two years of increasing
food production by expanding the Farmer Input Support Programme (FISP).

Access to this facility has risen from 250,000 in 2008 to 1,000,000 farmers 
assisted in 2011.
 
More of our vulnerable people will continue to benefit from this facility;

7.4 Protect the interests of employees.

The MMD government will regularly review the laws and regulations governing 
investors to ensure that the interests of workers are protected and safety at 
work place is guaranteed;

7.5 Ensure that health services are brought closer to the people.

The MMD government will expand health service delivery by building more 
hospitals in all districts, implementing and consolidating the mobile hospital 
services as part of bringing health services closer to the people and 
establishing health posts at basic schools in order to bring such services 
within five kilometres of population centres.
 
7.6 Implement a special programme for eradication of malaria.

Recognising that malaria is Zambia’s major killer and building on success so far
made in the fight against the disease, the MMD government will take the fight 
further by using the Cuban know-how of destroying mosquito larvae (larvaeciding)
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in their breeding grounds.

Zambia’s malaria control which has reduced mortality by 66 percent is recognised
worldwide.

7.7 Intensify the fight against HIV/AIDS. 

Having made major achievements in reducing the incidence of HIV, the MMD 
government will ensure that the eligible people continue to receive free ARVs 
and make available third line ARV treatment while continuing with HIV prevention
interventions in order to halt the spread;
 
7.8 Enhance protection of the poor and vulnerable.

Financial support schemes will be scaled up to cover most of our poor and 
vulnerable people as a means to reduce poverty.

This will be partly financed by co-operating partners who have pledged US$ 63 
million for ten years up to 2020.

7.9 Ensure that all children have access to quality education.

The MMD government will maintain the policy of free education and not 
reintroduce fees or compulsory wearing of uniform.

Further, there will be an increase in training and recruitment of teachers as 
well as provision of necessary teaching aids.

Clearly the expansion of basic education requires a corresponding expansion of 
tertiary education.

The MMD government will thus ensure that apart from increased university places,
more technical and vocational training institutions are established.

7.10 Increase access to safe water and sanitation.

Living standards cannot improve when our people both in rural and urban areas do
not have access to safe water and good sanitation.

We will invest a great deal of resources in sinking of boreholes to bring safe 
water as close as possible to villages and settlements and also build more dams 
to enable our people use irrigation systems to grow food all year round.

The MMD government will implement the project under the National Rural Water 
Supply and Sanitation Programme (NRWSSP) to construct or rebuild 
700,000 water points countrywide by 2015.

Further, under the National Urban and Peri-Urban Water Supply and Sanitation 
Programme (NUPWSSP) water distribution networks will be increased and water made
available for more hours to urban and peri-urban consumers through utility 
companies established nationwide.

The MMD government will also increase investment in development and improvement 
of sanitation in both urban and peri-urban areas.

7.11 Increase investment in power generation.

To meet increasing demand for industrial and domestic consumption, the MMD 
government will step up investment in generation of both hydro and coal plants 
to bring total electricity generation from 1,800 MW to 2,900 MW which is the 
expected consumption by 2015.
 
7.12 Promote home ownership throughout the country.

There is an acute shortage of housing units for our people, particularly in 
urban areas that has led to mushrooming of illegal structures.

We will move with speed in creating the right environment for public and private
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investment in housing, particularly for low income earners.

We will continue to upgrade settlements in urban areas by providing them with 
roads, water, electricity as well as education and health services.
 
7.13 Open up new roads and railway lines.

To cope with ever increasing movement of goods and people arising from 
anticipated and continued economic growth, the MMD government will increase its 
investment in roads and railway lines.

The MDD government will also work in partnership with the private sector in 
opening up of new roads in rural and urban areas as well as opening new and 
extending old railway lines within the country and linking with neighbouring 
countries.

The trickle down benefit of this is the creation of new jobs and opportunities 
for trade and manufacturing industries in rural areas.

7.14 Increase investment in tourism related infrastructure.

The MMD government will continue with its programme to invest in infrastructure 
to increase tourist destinations including uplifting the Northern Circuit in 
Northern and Luapula Provinces while also improving wildlife conservation and 
environment management which are key to the tourism sector’s development.

This investment is expected to earn the country vast amounts of income and 
create several thousands of jobs. 

7.15 Consolidate institutions of good governance, financially and legally. 

Zambia will not gain anything from its economic and social programmes, if there 
is no confidence in our judicial system, peace is threatened, illegal business 
activities make a few rich at the expense of the majority and if wasteful usage 
of national resources is not checked.

The MMD government will, therefore, continue to fight corruption, by ensuring 
that all institutions of good governance and oversight are strengthened legally 
and financially. 

7.16 Ensure that democracy is entrenched in Zambia.

The MMD government will ensure that the process started in 2007 to review and 
enact a new constitution and reform the electoral system is brought to its 
logical conclusion.

This will culminate in the enactment of a new constitution, necessary supportive
legal and institutional frameworks and ensuring that elections continue to be 
held in a free and fair atmosphere. 

7.17 Ensure that there is greater participation of women in economic and social 
affairs.

The MMD Government will implement all treaties regarding gender and women 
participation in national affairs in general and in particular achieve the 
Southern African  
Development Community (SADC) and African Union 30% and 50% threshold 
respectively; continue women empowerment programmes through creation of more 
women clubs; initiate programmes that benefit the girl child and review 
legislation that disadvantages women.

7.18 Embark on special programme for youth development.

The MMD government will focus on special programmes designed to tackle the many 
challenges associated with youth unemployment and recreation.

These will include increasing access to youth skills training and youth 
empowerment through various empowerment programmes.
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